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Technical Bulletin # 6

Energy Saving by using Electronic 
Ballasts (Choke)
It is very difficult to replace the existing lighting system with energy saver lamps 

generally the lighting system constitute of a florescent lamp tube light with conventional 

electro-magnetic chokes.

A tube light of 36watts generally used will consume 36W (tube light) + 12W (Choke 

losses) i.e. 48 watts.

An electronic choke will have losses of 2W therefore power consumption by a tube light 

with electronic choke will be 36+2=38 Watt. For each tube light there will be a saving of 

10 Watts.

Following example will illustrate the simple payback of investment for replacing the 

existing system with electronic chokes.

Example:

Electronic Choke = Rs. 500/-

Standard Choke = Rs. 100/-

Cost of Electricity = Rs. 10/KWh

Electronic choke premium = (500-100) = 400

Input Power for standard fluorescent lamp (Tube light)

2 lamp x [36Watt/lamp + 12Watt/choke] = 96W

Input power for electronic choke = 2 lamp x [36Watt/lamp + 2Watt/lamp] = 76W

Energy Saving = (96-76) x 3000hour/year

= 20 x 3000

= 60000Wh

= 60KWh

Cost Saving = 60 x 10 = Rs. 600/year/Tube light fixture

Simple Pay back = 500/600 = 0.75of the 12month

Period i.e. 9months

In addition to cost saving there are many advantages for using electronic ballast.

1. Increase efficiency 10 to 12% compared with conventional tube light with 

convention choke.

2. Reduce noise or hum

3. No flickering 

4. Reduce eye strain and headaches 

5. High power factor and good tolerance to supply voltage and frequency fluctuation.

6. Easy to control

7. Reduce heat loss

8. Improved lamp life.


